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SELOSTE:
YKSINKERTAISTEN TYÖVALINEIDEN KEHITTÄMINEN METSÄTYÖHÖN

The paper deals with the development activity of hand tools and their maintenance methods as well as the improvement of working techniques and methods in Finland in the era when forest work was exclusively or mostly done by muscular power.

Development activity was carried out in a close connection with professional training, permitting the development results to be distributed widely throughout the country at short-duration courses, and simultaneously collecting new information.

The phases of the entire development scheme were as follows:
- founding the development and training organization
- teaching the knowledge currently possessed
- inventory of the assortment of tool models, and the first selection of tools to be developed
- developing tools
- developing methods of tool maintenance
- developing working techniques and methods
- teaching the new knowledge gained in the development activity

For starting development work the first selection of tools to be developed was performed.

Thus, there were effected
- an inventory of models of tools used in Finland
- selection of the best tools on the basis of working experiments and interviews
- standardization of the variety of models
- comparison of foreign and Finnish tools

On the basis of this, along with analyses and synthesis performed, new hand-made prototypes were created and then tested on forest work sites. Based on that knowledge, an tool factory manufactured test series. They were sent to an amount of skilled forest workers in order to receive practical information on the suitability of different models, steel qualities, tempering degrees etc. After that, on experience gained, best tools selected could be put into manufacturing.

With the designing and the usage of tools reciprocally influencing each other, it was natural that working techniques was also investigated.

The development of hand tools carried out in Finland would not have led to such good results unless firm cooperation had existed between researchers, users, manufacturing industry and trade as well as vocational training activity.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SIMPLE TOOLS FOR FOREST WORK

This is a story of the development of simple tools employed for forestry work in a northern country, in which the livelihoods of the people are largely dependent upon wood products. It is a story which dates back to the era when forest work was exclusively or mostly done by muscular power – the preparation of wood by man power, and its transport by man and horse. It is a story of experiences gained in a sparsely-populated country with wide forests, with the delivery of timber mainly being effected in winter, when small forest owners, relieved from farming work, were willing to earn extra income by forest operations with a view to raising the rentability of their holdings.

The era of development described lasted nearly 20 years. It ended at the time when machine power based upon cheap fuel began increasingly to supplant muscular power in forest work. Forest work then began to pass seasonal workers to all-year-round professional workers. Simultaneously, it reduced the amount of additional income and the rentability of farms, and brought in its train migration to industrial occupations.

In many countries of the world, forestry work is still being done by muscular power, and consequently experience gained might still be of interest.

The story begins. The period concerned is that of the 1940's and —50's.

The Starting Point

It was common knowledge that forest work carried out manually and without the proper tools is an extremely strenuous undertaking. On the basis of studies made abroad it was also known that forestry tools needed improvement, and that the efficiency of industrially-made axes and saws could be enhanced by extra maintenance and methods of sharpening.

In Germany, experiments and investigations had been engaged in as long ago as in 1960's, with a view to determination of the most suitable models of axes and saws. In Denmark, a list of forest tools to be recommended was made at the end of the 1920's. In Norway, there was published a tool guide for forest workers at the end of the 1930's. Towards the end of the 1930's investigations into forest work were started in Sweden. These investigations demonstrated that if well-maintained tools were employed, the output of work was raised by 12—13 %. In some cases, good tools augmented productivity even as much as 25—30 %. Furthermore, it was found that the best loggers could bring about the most marked increase in their work output.

In Sweden, by the end of the 1930's increasing attention was being paid to the development of tool maintenance.

To keep the country's independence, Finland was forced to engage in the Winter War of 1939—40, and the Continuation War of 1941—44. The Winter War, and in particular the following Continuation War involved a shortage of firewood, building timber, and raw material needed by industry. This led to a part solution in the founding of a new organization in 1942, which provide instruction in the maintenance of tools, and the development of tool maintenance of forest work. This organization was the Foresty Department of the Work Efficiency Association, which received financial support from the State from the very beginning. Finnish instructors were trained with the help of knowledge and skill imported to them by an instructor from the Swedish steel factory Sandvikens AB.

During the next two decades, short courses in the maintenance of forestry tools were arranged for about 30 000 forest workers and other professionals.

It rapidly became apparent that it was necessary to develop further new tools, their maintenance, and working techniques. Development activity thus took many forms.

The phases of the entire development scheme can accordingly be differentiated as follows:

- founding the development and training organization
- teaching the knowledge currently possessed
- inventory of the assortment of tool models, and the first selection of tools to be developed
- developing tool models
- developing methods of tool maintenance
- developing working techniques and methods
- teaching the new knowledge gained in the development activity.

The first two phases have already been mentioned.

The First Selection of Tools to be Developed

Habits and attitudes have traditionally been passed on from father to son — particularly prior to the modern era of electrical information. In addition to the temporal development phase there is a geographical tradition, which locates the usage and development of certain tools within the areas restricted by national borders, mountain ranges, river valleys or seas. And, of course, the stage of technical development, and the economic system of the society for their part speed up or retard development to considerable degree.

These factors, linked with time, create the background for each situation of development. A generation ago trees were commonly felled by axe. The lumberjacks of that time burst out laughing when the first-fall two saws were brought to forest work sites. Must we really rub a piece of iron through the tree when we can easily fell it with an axe? The handsaw has already gone through its era of development in many countries, and had also passed its peak period.

When timber and pulpwood are being made manually, the axe and saw are used for 20—50 % of the whole working time. Let us thus take a look at the history of development of these tools.

In little Finland, with some 4 million inhabitants, in the 1930's there were two axe factories, which produced 54 different axe models. The axes differed from each other mainly in regard to weight and shape. They were manufactured for sale in different regions of the country by reason of the traditional demands created by the local village smiths. According to an ARO study (1941), in 1935 80 % of the products of one Finnish axe factory and 16 % of the other, along with 4 % of foreign and other axes, were in use in the Finnish work sites. As concerns saw blades, 90 % were the products of two Swedish factories, 3 % were Finnish, and 7 % miscellaneous products.

For the establishment of a starting point for development work, an inventory of forest tools in use was begun in spring 1942. This was compiled by the Work Efficiency Association in conjunction with courses held in different parts of the country. Separate experiments were also undertaken to determine the most suitable tools. This activity led to selection of the debarking axe and splitting axe as standard axes — only two models from each industry. The recommendation was given to the factories that they concentrate their manufacture on these models (SEP-PÄHKIK 1946).

Two standard models came into general use, and made the starting point for the further development of axes. Simultaneously, information was collected on foreign axe and saw development.

As regards saw blades a great variety existed in Finland. Their length, breadth, thickness, the diameter of blade holes, and their mutual distance, as well as the shape, height, mutual arrangement of teeth, and so on varied greatly. However, the saw industry was strongly invigorated during the war, and all factories continuously developed their models. As a result, the new models coming to the markets were generally better than the previous ones, which entailed that no grounds existed for reduction of the variety of models through selective investigation. Instead, it meant the reverse, that of saw blades with the intention of diminishing the variety of blades — but on such a scale that the process of development would not be checked. Thus, officially the only points standardized in Finland were the alternatives for length and breadth of blades, as well as the diameter of fastening holes and the distances between them.

In the first selection of tools to be developed, accordingly, there were effected
— an inventory of models of tools used in Finland
— selection of the best tools on the basis of working experiments and interviews
— standardization of the variety of models
— comparison of foreign and Finnish tools.

The best alternatives determined in this way were used for furthering of the essential development.

Development of Tools

The organization engaged in development work was so constituted that it not only ran vocational courses, but also conducted tool development. In other words, the training organization was built up in such a way that it was able to conduct development activity.

DEVELOPMENT OF AXES

The development work as concerns axes and debarking tools was effected in close cooperation with the largest axe factory in the country, Oy Fiskars Ab. When concise, practical results were attained with hand-made prototypes on forest work sites, the axe factory manufactured test series in accordance with the requests made to them. Test series were then sent to forest work sites, for use without charge, with the proviso that after a certain period of usage, experimental results, would be received in regard to test tools. This system worked out well. By its application, practical information was rapidly gained on the suitability of different steel qualities, tempering degrees and models.

DEVELOPMENT OF AXE-HANDES

In the 1940's and still to some extent in the 1950's, there was a time in Finland when forest workers themselves made the handles for their axes and frames for their bucksaws from wood. As a consequence, a great deal of attention was paid to the development of suitable models.

Thanks to this development work, there was created a wooden axe-handle model—made of birch—which was sturdy, and which met the ergonomic demands already that time. The handle was curved and egg-shaped in profile which made it flexible and of adequate strength. The end part of the handle was shaped to prevent the compression and straining of fingers, and its head was designed to diminish the danger of slipping. This type of axe-handle was also brought to the stage of industrial manufacture. Since axe-handles made manually could be made of better selected raw materials, and completed more precisely, hand-cutting was recommended for a long time, although the industrial products were already on the markets.

In Finland, large logs were obtained by two-man felling saws. The Canadian one-man cross-cut saw did not have time to break through before power saws appeared in the mid-1950's. Instead, even at the beginning of the 1950's, logs and fibrewood were made of bucksaws, with blades which could be tightened by wooden, usually home-made frames.

Development work on wooden saw-frames was pursued in similarity to the development of axes already mentioned. Drawings of the models developed were then made and then distributed to forest work sites. Forest workers usually whittled the wooden frames to fit their saws. Additionally, an agreement was made for the industrial manufacture of wooden saw-frames, in accordance with the models developed by the Work Efficiency Association. They soon became popular among Finnish forest workers.

In Sweden, steel frames were in general use. However, in Finland they were not regarded as suitable, as the blade could not be tightened to the same extent as in the wooden frames. To illustrate this difference LEVANTO (1955) made mechanical measurements of tenacity in laboratory tests. A few typical test results concerning the comparison of 3 1/2-feet saws may be quoted:

| Finnish wood frame ...... | 710 | 397 |
| Foreing steel frame ...... | 329 | 173 |

This amazing result achieved in 1955 led to foreign steel factories also beginning to strengthen their steel frames. Before long it was possible to tighten the blades to an adequate extent. As a consequence, the steel and light metal frames pushed wooden frames out of the market within the course of a few years.

These examples will illustrate that, following the first selection, the actual phases of tool development have been as follows:

— the compilation of practical experience in regard to the tool models selected for comparison

Development of Maintenance Methods

In this context, it is impracticable to enter into the development of methods for tool maintenance. All that may be stated here is that the development of maintenance methods enabled the achievement of improved results with less muscular power, and increased safety in forest work.

As early as in the 1940's Finland developed her own methods and equipment for maintenance by reason of the difficulties experienced in the import trade after the war. In the hands of professionals, the techniques of maintenance were developed to a stage of precision adjustment. The importance of small details was often discussed in the columns of forestry periodicals.

The details were also discussed between the forest professionals of Finland and Sweden. The major question was whether the teeth of a saw blade should be filed along its whole length, or only along one third of the length. The influence of saw maintenance was also tested in Finland by ergonomical means.
Development of Working Techniques and Methods

With the designing and the usage of tools reciprocally influencing each other, it was natural that working techniques were also investigated. This was effected the separate analysis of each phase of work by application of the TWI (Training-Within-Industry) method.

By analysis of the parts of each working position and movement, the key points and the ergonomic aspects, a suitable working technique was created for the use of the tools developed (KANTOLA — GRANVIK 1950). Courses arranged by the Work Efficiency Association, along with guides published, permitted of the new working techniques being distributed widely throughout the country, and also aroused interest abroad.

Teaching of the New Knowledge

In conclusion, it may be stated that the development work carried out in Finland would not have had to lead such good results unless firm cooperation had existed in bringing the tools developed into manufacture and practice. In this case, success was attained because the development organization and the training organization were one, and the industry in the field engaged in active participation in the development investigations.

As a consequence, the information received from both users and manufacturers, along with the experience gained, could be used successfully in development work. Additionally, the new tools and working methods could be brought to the knowledge of forest workers, forest employers, and the trade, without any difficulties.

On the basis of this experience, it can be concluded that in the development of simple tools, it is to be recommended that as firm cooperation as is practicable be established between the development and training organizations. It is of value if the compilation of experience and of needs can be arranged in conjunction with the training activity. Moreover, the new results of development work should continuously be made available for application in the training activity. Firm cooperation with the manufacturing industry and trade is also of importance.
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Käsittelyrahat ja niiden huolto sekä työmetäkalujen ja työmaiden kehittämistä Suomessa 1940- ja 1930-luvuilla, jolloin metsäystöt tehtiin yksinomaan tai pääläsin lisävoimien

SELOSTE:

YKSINKERTAISTEN VÄLINEIDEN KEHITTÄMINEN MÄTÄTYÖHÖN

Esittelijä käsittää metsätyökalujen ja niiden huollon sekä työmetäkalujen ja työmaiden kehittämistä Suomessa 1940- ja 1930-luvuilla, jolloin metsäystöt tehtiin yksinomaan tai pääläsin lisävoimien

Selostuttu kahden vuosikymmenen kehittämis-


— kehittämä- ja koulutusorganisaation luominen
— olemassa olevan tietouen opetaminen
— maassa käytettyjen työkalumallien inven- tointi ja kehittettäväkä valittavien työkalujen alkuvalinta
— työkalujen kehittäminen
— työkalujen kunnostustenemennän kehittämi- nen
— työtehtävien ja työmaiden kehittäminen
— kehittämisyöyä sisältävät uuden tietou- den opetaminen

Valitessaan työkaluja kehittämisen kohdekohteista suoritettiin

— Suomessa käytettyjen työkalumallien inven- tointi
— tarhapaikka koottujen työkalumallien valinta työkokemusten ja halustutkijoiden perusteella
— työmarkkoinaan pienenemäntä muut- makot standardimalliksiksi
— ulkoalat kannattavat työkalujen vertailu. Tämä perusteella ryhdyttiin tutkimustyöihin. Sen analyysissä ja syoteesi perusteella tehtinä


Yleensä eri puolilta saattujen meldepitiden, käyttö- kokemuksen sekä omien vertailteiden kokemuiden ja myös laboratorioratkaisuiden avulla saatiin perustaa maillein kehittämiseksi sekä niiden laadun saa- miseksi mahdollisimman hyväksi. Työt jättettiin vuosien mittaan varsinaisten valmistusarjojen yhteydessä mm. työkalukurssilla saatua ko- miksia ja arvosteluja hyväksi käymään. Saman organisaation tutkimus- ja kehittämistoiminta täydensivät toisinaan kahden taloudellisen tavalla kun kehitystöynä olivat samanaikaisesti myös asiantuntijoiden ja markkinointi- ja käyttäjäkuntta. Työn tuloksat julkaistiin tüt- kimusjulkaisuissa ja myös käytäntöön levitettiin
työpaikoissa.

Kehittämisen kohtena olivat kirkset, kirves- varret, puiset sahun kahkot ja metalliset sahan- kaarat, kuormaraudat, petkeleet, nostokukut, nostokesat, istutusaukot, vesurit yms. metsä- työkalut.